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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
If G is a group and n is an integer, the nth power map is P : G ª G,n
 . n  .  .P x s x . Thus P G s P G , the set of nth powers of elements ofn n yn
G. If K is a normal subgroup of G and x g G, we say that x is an nth
 . y1 npower mod K if and only if there is y g G such that x y g K. Let
 .P G mod K be the set of all x in G such that x is an nth powern
 .  .  .mod K , so that P G mod K is the preimage in G of P GrK . If K is an n
 .family of normal subgroups of G, we say that x is an nth power mod K
 .if and only if x is an nth power mod K for all K g K, and we set
P G mod K s P G mod K . .  .Fn n
KgK
 .  .Thus, P G mod K = P G .n n
For each group G, let Fin G be the set of all normal subgroups of G of
finite index, and let Gc be the completion of G in the profinite topology.
 .THEOREM Lubotzky . If F is a free group and n is an integer, then
 .  .P F mod Fin F s P F .n n
 .Set G s SL 2, Z , and for each N g N, set
a b
G s g G a y 1 ' b ' c ' d y 1 ' 0 mod N , .N  5 /c d
the principal congruence subgroup of level N. Also, Z and Q denote thep p
p-adic integers and the p-adic numbers, respectively.
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 .THEOREM 1. If n g N, 8 ¦ n, A g G, and A is an nth power mod GN
 . nfor all N s 1, 2, . . . , then there is B g SL 2, Q such that B s A.
THEOREM 2. If n is an integer ) 2, then there is A g G such that
 .  .   ..i A f P G and A g P SL 2, Q ;n n
 .  .ii A is an nth power mod G for all N s 1, 2, . . . .N
Putting these results together, we get that Fin G and K, defined in the
Corollary, behave differently with respect to power maps.
 < 4COROLLARY. Let K s G N s 1, 2, . . . , n g N.N
 .  .  .i P G mod Fin G s P G .n n
 .  .  .ii If n ) 2, then P G mod K ; P G .n n
2. PROOF OF LUBOTZKY'S THEOREM AND A LEMMA
The proof, due to Alex Lubotzky, is based on an idea in Lyndon and
w xSchupp 3, p. 26 .
Let F be a free group, f g F, n g N, and suppose that f is an nth
 .power mod K for every normal subgroup K of F of finite index. A
moment's thought shows that we may assume that F is of finite rank
r ) 1, that f is cyclically reduced with respect to a basis X of F, and that,
  4: y1for each x g X, f f X y x . Write f s a ? ??? ? a , a g X j X ,1 k i
a a / 1. We proceed by induction on k s length f ; in case k s 0, thei iq1
Theorem visibly holds, as 1 s 1n for all n g Z.
m1 m r  4Write f s x ??? x f , m g Z, f g F9, X s x , . . . , x . Let p be a1 r 0 i 0 1 r
< <prime exceeding n and all m . Let C be a group of order p withi
 .generator c. As r ) 1, there are i, 1 F i F r, and f g hom F, C such that
 .  .  .  y1 .f x s c, f f s 1. Thus, f u s f ¨ u¨ for all u, ¨ g F. Replacing fi
by a cyclically reduced conjugate of f "1, we assume without loss of
generality that a s x . Relabelling X, we also assume without loss of1 i
generality that i s 1.
 j 4Let F s ker f, and let T s x N 0 F j - p . Then T is a set of coset0 1
representatives for F in F, and T has the Schreier property that each0
initial segment of an element of T is in T. Let : F ª T be defined by
u g T l F u. Then F is free on0 0
y1<U s u g F u / 1 and u s txtx for some t g T , x g X . 4
If t g T and x g X, set
y1y1 y1 y1t t , x s txtx , t t , x s t tx , x . .  .  .
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Thus
k
f s t a , . . . , a , a , . 1 iy1 i
is1
 .and as t 1, a s 1, the U-length of f is - k.1
Let K be a normal subgroup of F of finite index and let K s0 0
F K x. Then K is a normal subgroup of F of finite index, so there isx g F 0
g g F such that fy1 g n g K. In particular g n g F . Since g p g F , and0 0
 . y1 nsince n, p s 1, we get g g F . Since K : K , we have f g g K , so f ,0 0 0
 .as an element of F , is an nth power mod K . This holds for all relevant0 0
 .  .  .K , so, by induction on k, we get f g P F . Since P F : P F , and0 n 0 n 0 n
 .  .  4 since P F s P F , while F K s 1 so that the Theorem holdsn yn K g K
.for n s 0 , the proof is complete.
LEMMA 1. Suppose p is a prime, G is a group, and F is a normal free
 .  4subgroup of G of index p. Suppose that C x is cyclic for all x g F y 1 . IfG
m  .  .m g N and n s p , then P G mod Fin G s P G .n n
 .  .Proof. Since P G mod Fin G = P G , it suffices to show thatn n
 .  .  .P G mod Fin G : P G . Suppose g g P G mod Fin G . For each K gn n n
Fin G, choose g in G such that gy1 g n g K. Set h s g p . Then h g FK K K K K
and gy1 hn r p g K. Since Fin G l Fin F is cofinal in Fin F, it follows fromK
 .Lubotzky's theorem that g g P F , so there is h in F such thatn r p
n r p  .g s h . In particular, g g F. If g s 1, then g g P G , so we mayn
assume that g / 1.
y1  4Pick an element a g G, a f F. Set u s a ga. Thus, g, u : F.
Case 1. g and u are F-conjugate.
y1  .Choose f in F with f uf s g. Set f s af. Thus f g C g and0 0 G
 . <  .  . <f f F. By hypothesis, C g is cyclic. As C g rC g s p, it follows0 G G F
 .  .  .  .that C g : P G . In particular, h g P G , so g g P G .F p p n
Case 2. g and u are not F-conjugate.
Choose L g Fin F such that gL and uL are not conjugate in FrL; L
w x xexists by Lyndon and Schupp 3, p. 26 . Set M s F L . Then M gx g G
Fin G, and gM, uM are not conjugate in FrM but are conjugate in GrM.
 .We may assume that g f P F . Choose R g Fin F such that gR fn
 . x  .P FrR . Set S s F R . Then S g Fin G, and gS f P FrS butn x g G n
 .gS g P GrS .n
Set T s M l S. Thus, T g Fin G, T : F, and gT , uT are not conjugate
 .  .in FrT but are conjugate in GrT, and gT f P FrT , gT g P GrT .n n
Choose b in G such that gy1 bn g T. Thus, b g G, b f F. In addition
 . y1 y1bT g C gT . Choose c g G such that c ucg g T. Thus, c g G,G r T
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< <c f F. Since GrF is a prime, there is an integer i, 1 F i - p, such that
c s fbi for some f g F. Thus byi fy1 ufbigy1 g T. Since T eG, we get
y1 i y1 yi  . y1 y1f uf ? b g b g T. Since bT g C gT , we get f ufg g T. This isG r T
false, as uT and gT are not conjugate in FrT. The proof is complete.
3. PRELIMINARIES TO THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and let
a bA s , t s a q d. /c d
Set
Ä<K s G N s 1, 2, . . . , P G s P SL 2, Q l G. 4  .  . .N n n
Ä .  .  .Since P G , P G , and P G mod K are all stable under conjugation byn n n
Ä  .elements of G, it suffices to show that A g P G for some G-conjugate0 n
A of A.0
 .kFor each prime p, A is an nth power mod G for all k s 1, 2, . . . , andp
 .since SL 2, Z is compact,p
An s A for some A g SL 2, Z . 3.1 . .p p p
In this section, the proof of Theorem 1 is carried out under the
 4hypothesis that t g y2, y1, 0, 1, 2 . With the Corollary in mind, we prove
more than is required in Theorem 1, namely, we prove that
 .  43.2 if t g y2, y1, 0, 1, 2 , then A is an nth power in G.
 4Case 1. t g y1, 0, 1 .
In this case, A has order 3, 4, 6 respectively, and as A is an nth power
 .mod G , it follows that n is relatively prime to the order of A. Setting5
n n  .B s A , we get A s B and 3.2 holds.
Case 2. t s 2.
In this case, we assume without loss of generality that a s d s 1, c s 0,
 .and we must show that b ' 0 mod n . This is clear if b s 0, so suppose
 . nb / 0. For each prime l dividing n, choose A g SL 2, Z with A s A.l l l
 .This gives b ' 0 mod n , where n is the l-part of n, so A is an nthl l
power in G.
Case 3. t s y2 and n is odd.
 .Here, yA g P G mod K , so yA is an nth power in G by the preced-n
 .ning case. As y1 s y1 , A is also an nth power in G.
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Case 4. t s y2 and n is even.
Here we assume without loss of generality that a s d s y1, c s 0. Let
 . nA g SL 2, Z with A s A. As y1 is not a square in Z it follows that2 2 2 2
0 1 2 .  .  .b s 0, n ' 2 mod 4 , and A s . Thus, 3.2 holds.y1 0
< <To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it suffices to treat the case t G 3.
4. CHEBYSHEF POLYNOMIALS
 . w xThe nth Chebyshef polynomial is T x g Z x , characterized byn
 .T cos u s cos nu . Setn
x
U x s 2T . .n n  /2
 . w x  . w y1 x  y1 . nThen U x g Z x , U x is monic, and in Z x, x , U x q x s x qn n n
xyn.
The major ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 involves a property of
certain Chebyshef polynomials. J.-P. Serre noted that the following lemma
w xis a consequence of 1, Theorem 1, p. 82 .
m < <LEMMA. Suppose l is a prime, m g N, n s l , 8 ¦ n, t g Z, t G 3, and,
 .for each prime p, there is c g Z such that U c s t. Then there is c g Zp p n p
 .such that U c s t.n
 .  .  .Proof. Suppose the statement is false. Set f x s U x y t. Thus f xn
has a zero in Z for all primes p. To prove the lemma, it suffices to find ap
root of f in Q, as f is a monic polynomial with integer coefficients.
The first thing to pin down is
 .4.1 One of the following holds:
 .i l / 2.
 .ii t G 3.
 .Suppose 4.1 fails, so that l s 2 and t F y3. Since n is even, A is a
 .  .square in SL 2, Z for every prime p, so U x y t has a zero in each Z .p 2 p
 . 2  .Since U x s x y 2, it follows that t q 2 is a square mod p for every2
prime p. This is false as t q 2 - 0, and quadratic reciprocity yields a prime
 . .p such that t q 2 rp s y1.
 .From 4.1 , we get a real number j such that
j n q jyn s t , 4.2 .
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or, equivalently,
f j q jy1 s 0. 4.3 . .
Denote by Q the set of all algebraic complex numbers, and for each
k g N, let m be the set of k th roots of 1 in Q. Setk
E s Q m , j . .n
Set
q < y y1 <R s jz z g m , R s j z z g m , 4  4n n
R s Rqj Ry,
y1 <S s jz q jz z g m . . 4n
Obviously, as j / 0, we have
< q< < y<R s R s n. 4.4 .
q y 2 < <  .If R l R / B, we get j g m , which is false as t G 3 and 4.2n
holds. So
< <R s 2n. 4.5 .
Suppose z , z g m , z / z , but1 2 n 1 2
y1 y1
jz q jz s jz q jz . .  .1 1 2 2
Then
j z y z s jy1 zy1 y zy1 , .  .1 2 2 1
so
zy1 y zy12 12 y1 y1j s s z z ,1 2z y z1 2
 .  .y1which is false. So if we set g z s jz q jz , then
< < <S s g z z g m , S s n. 4.6 4 .  .n
 .Since deg f s n, 4.6 implies that
 .4.7 S is the set of all roots of f in Q.
For all subfields F of Q, let G be the profinite group of all automor-F
phisms of Q which fix F elementwise, and let O be the ring of integers ofF
F. If F is a Galois extension of Q, and H is a subgroup of G rG , F HQ F
denotes the set of fixed points of H on F.
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w x  .Since f g Q x , 4.7 implies that S is G -stable. This implies that R isQ
2  .G -stable, as each element of R is a root of an equation X y g z X q 1,Q
both of whose roots lie in R for all z g m . Sincen
Q R s Q m , j , .  .n
it follows that E is a Galois extension of Q, with Galois group G s G rG .Q E
 .=Identifying G rG with ZrnZ , we get an exact sequenceQ Q m .n
=1 ª H ª G ª ZrnZ ª 1, 4.8 .  .
where
H s G rG .Q m . En
 .For each r g R, let f x be the monic irreducible polynomial inr
 .w x  .Q m x which satisfies f r s 0. We check thatn r
< <H s deg f x , all r g R . 4.9 .  .r
To see this, observe that as E is Galois, H permutes transitively the roots
 .  .of f x , all of which lie in E. If h g H, and r is a root of f x fixed by h,r 1 r
e  4  .then since r s j z , e g 1, y1 , z g m , it follows that h j s j . Since1 1 1 n
 .  .E s Q m , j , we get h s 1, yielding 4.9 .n
< < h  y1 .  .Set h s H . Thus, for each r g R and each z g m , z f z x s f x .n r rz
 . = =  .y1Also, f 0 is in O , as each element of R is in O , so f x sr E E r
 .y1 h  y1 .f 0 x f x .r r
Define the integer e by
< < <e s f x r g R , 4 .r
so that
2n s he. 4.10 .
Write
<f x r g R s F x , . . . , F x . 4  4 .  .  .r 1 e
For each i s 1, . . . , e, set
<R s r g R F r s 0 , 4 .i i
Rq s R l Rq, Ry s R l Ry.i i i i
Next, we use a well-known theorem to get
 . C4.11 E contains an element of S for every cyclic subgroup C
of G.
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To see this, let C be a cyclic subgroup of G. Set
2D s s y s9 . .
s, s9gS
s/s9
w xBy a theorem of Frobenius 2 , there is a prime p such that p does not
ramify in E, p ¦ D, and such that there is a prime ideal p of O whichE
contains p such that C is the stabilizer of p in G, and in addition such
< < <C <that O rp s p , and some generator of C induces the pth powerE
 .Frobenius map on O rp. Since f c s 0, it follows that the primeE p
 .subfield of O rp contains g z q p for some z g m . This implies thatE n
 :   ..  .   ..C s s , where s g z y g z g p. As p ¦ D, this forces s g z y
 .  .g z s 0. This is 4.11 .
We proceed to show that
< q<R F 1 for all i s 1, . . . , e. 4.12 .i
Suppose the statement is false for i, and jz , jz g Rq , where z , z g m ,1 2 i 1 2 n
 .  :and z / z . Thus, there is h g H with h jz s jz . Let C s h . Thus1 2 1 2
 . y1h j s jz , where z s z z / 1, and it follows that h fixes no element3 3 2 1
 .  .of S. This violates 4.11 , and so yields 4.12 .
 .  .From 4.12 , we get e G n. Thus, 4.10 implies that
 .4.13 one of the following holds:
 .i e s 2n and h s 1.
 .ii e s n and h s 2.
We next argue that
 .4.14 G is not cyclic.
 .This is an immediate consequence of 4.11 .
If e s 2n and h s 1, then since 8 ¦ n, we get that G is cyclic, against
 .  .4.14 . So 4.13 implies that e s n and h s 2.
 .=Since ZrnZ is cyclic, while G is not cyclic, it follows that
=G s H = G , G ( ZrnZ . .0 0
G 0 ’ .Let F s E , so that F s Q M , where M is an integer such that
’  .M f Q m .n
 :  :We first study the case l / 2. Let H s h , G s s , and let t be0
g’ ’ .  .complex conjugation on E. Thus s M s M and s z s z , z g m ,n’ .  .where g is an integer which is a primitive root mod n . Also, h M s
y1’ ’ ’ .  .  .  .y M , and h z s z , t z s z , t M s sg M M . Since e s n, we
get
h j s jy1z , . 0
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 .  . y1 .  :for some z g m , and f x s x y j x y j z . Since G s H = hs ,0 n j 0
 .  .we assume without loss of generality that s j s jz , z g m . By 4.11 ,1 1 n
 . s :there is g z g E for some z g m . This gives2 2 n
jz z g q jy1zy1zyg s jz q jy1zy1 ,1 2 1 2 2 2
whence
z s z 1yg . 4.15 .1 2
  ..    ...   ..Since G9 s 1, so also t g z s s t g z , and since t g z s2 2 2
 y1 .g z , we get2
z s zy1qg . 4.16 .1 2
 .  .By 4.15 and 4.16 , we conclude that z s 1, and so z s 1. Thus, s fixes1 2
 . y1 y1g 1 s j q j , whence M ) 0, since otherwise j q j g Q, and the
’  ..  .   ..lemma holds. On the other hand, h g 1 g Q M , and as h g 1 s
y1 y1 y1 y1  y1 y1.j z q jz , we get j z q jz s s j z q jz , whence z s 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  ..  .  .  .This forces h g 1 s g 1 , so g 1 is fixed by s and by h, so g 1 g Q,
and the lemma holds.
It remains to treat the case e s n, h s 2, l s 2. Since 8 ¦ n, we have
< <  .n s 2 or 4. Since G is not cyclic and G s 2f n , it follows that n s 4. In
’ :  .  .this case, yM is not a square and G s s , where s i s yi, s M s0’ ’ ’ .  .M , h i s i, h M s y M . The three quadratic subfields of E are
s : h: sh:  .E , E , E , and by 4.11 , each of these quadratic subfields contains
=an element of S. As S s yS : Q , each of the quadratic subfields
< <contains at least two elements of S. As S s 4, the lemma holds in case
n s 4. The proof is complete.
 .  .  .  2Remark. Setting f x s U x y 64,514, we find that f x s x y8
2 4 2 ’. . .  .18 x q 14 x y 4 x q 256 . The roots of f x are thus "3 2 ,
’ ’ .  ." y 14 , " 3 " y 7 , so f x has no rational root. Since y7 is a
square in Q , 2 is a square in Q , and since one of 2, y7, y14 is a square2 7
 4  .in Q for each prime p f 2, 7 , it follows that f x has a root in Z for allp p
primes p. Thus, the condition 8 ¦ n in the lemma is necessary.
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let
a bA s , t s a q d. /c d
 4  .If t g y2, y1, 0, 1, 2 , then Theorem 1 holds for A by 3.2 . So we assume
< <that t G 3.
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 .  4Set C s C A . Then C j 0 is a commutative field which is aG L2, Q .
 4quadratic extension field of Q ? I, and I, yI is the set of elements of
finite order in C.
For each prime l, write n s n ? n , where n is the l-part of n. Since Al l9 l
 .is an nth power mod G for all N s 1, 2, . . . , it follows that A is an n thN l
 .power mod G for all N s 1, 2, . . . , so for each prime p, there isN
 .  .  .nl  .  .A p, l g SL 2, Z such that A p, l s A. Set t p, l s tr A p, l , andp
 .  .  .  .set f x s U x y t. Then t p, l is a root of f x in Z , and so by thel n l pl
 .lemma on Chebyshef polynomials, there is c g Q such that f c s 0. Setl l l
0 1ÄB s g SL 2, Q . .l y1 c /l
Änl  .Thus tr B s t, so there is X g GL 2, Q such thatl l
0 1y1 nlÄX B X s .l l l  /y1 t
 .Since tr A s t, there is Y g GL 2, Q such thatl
0 1y1Y Y s A.l l /y1 t
y1 y1 Ä nl .Set B s Y X B X Y . Then B g SL 2, Q and B s A. Thus the groupl l l l l l l l
 < 4  .generated by B l is a prime is a subgroup of C A , so is abelian.l S L2, Q .
Choose integers r such that  r n s 1. Set B s  B rl. Thenl l < n l l9 l l
B n s B rl nl9nl s Arl nl9 s A , l
l l
and the proof is complete.
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
First, assume that n s l m, m g N, l a prime.
Case 1. l / 2.
 .Let p be a prime ' 1 mod n . Let ¨ be a positive integer which has
 .  .order n mod p , and let w be a positive integer such that ¨w ' 1 mod p .
Write ¨w y 1 s xy, where x, y are integers and p ¦ x. Write
¨ x nB s , A s B .0 0 0y w /
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Then A g G , B g G. Set0 p 0
y1
p 0 p 0 ¨ xrp
B s B s ,0  / /  / yp w0 1 0 1
y1
p 0 p 0
A s A .0 /  /0 1 0 1
n  .Then B s A g G, and B g SL 2, Z , for every prime r / p. Also A sr
a b .  .  ., where a ' d ' 1 mod p , c ' 0 mod p . Since l / p, it follows thatc d
 .A is an nth power in SL 2, Z , as the nth power map induces a permuta-p
tion of
u u0 1<V s u g SL 2, Z u s , u ' u ' 1 mod p , . .p p 0 3 u u /2 3
u ' 0 mod p . .2 5
 .So A is an nth power in SL 2, Z for all primes r. By the Chineser
 .remainder theorem, A is an nth power mod G for all N s 1, 2, . . . .N
 4  4Obviously, tr A f y2, y1, 0, 1, 2 , so I, yI is the set of all elements of
 . nfinite order in C A . As B s A and B f G, it follows that A fS L2, Q .
 .P G .n
Case 2. l s 2.
Since n ) 2, we have m G 2. Let
1 1 13 214B s , A s B s ,0 0 0 /  /1 2 21 34
y1
3 0 3 0 4B s B , A s B .0 /  /0 1 0 1
Then
11 13 73B s , A s . / / 63 343 2
 .Then A is a fourth power in SL 2, Z , since the fourth power map in3
 .  .SL 2, Z induces a permutation of V . Since B g SL 2, Z for all primes3 3 r
 .r / 3, it follows that A is a fourth power in SL 2, Z for all primes r.r
2 my 2  .Thus A is an nth power in SL 2, Z for all primes r, so by ther
2 my 2  .Chinese remainder theorem, A is an nth power mod G for allN
2 my 2  4N s 1, 2, . . . . Since tr A ) 2, I, yI is the set of all elements of finite
 . n 2 my 2  .order in C A , and since B s A , where B g SL 2, Q , B f G,S L2, Q .
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2 my 2  .we have A f P G . This completes the proof of Theorem 2 in case nn
is a prime power. The general case is now immediate, since there is a
prime l such that n ) 2.l
7. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY
 .  .From Theorem 2, we know that P G mod K > P G if n ) 2, so itn n
 .  .only remains to prove that P G s P G mod Fin G , or, equivalently, thatn n
 .  .P G mod Fin G : P G .n n
Set
y1 y2 y1 0X s , Y s . /  /0 y1 2 y1
We compute that
y1
0 1 0 1X s Y , /  /y1 0 y1 0
y1
0 1 0 1 y1 y1X s X Y , /  /y1 y1 y1 y1
y1
0 1 0 1Y s X , /  /y1 y1 y1 y1
 :and so F s X, Y eG. We see that
 : < <G s F = y I , G : F s 12.2
As is well known and easy to check, F is free of rank 2.
 . < <  .Suppose A g P G mod Fin G . If tr A F 2, then 3.2 implies thatn
 . < <A g P G . Thus, we may assume that tr A G 3. Since A gn
 .  .P G mod Fin G , so also A g P G mod Fin G for all primes l. Sincen nl
 .  .C A is abelian, it suffices to show that A g P G for all primes l. Thus,G nl
we may assume that n s n is a positive power of the prime l.l
Case 1. l ) 3.
12  .Set B s A . Then B g P F mod Fin F , so there is C in F withn
n  :  .  .C s B. Since A, C : C B , and since C B is abelian, we get A gG G
 .P G .n
Case 2. l s 3.
Set
0 14B s A , G s F , . ; /y1 y1
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 .  .Thus B g P G mod Fin G . By Lemma 1, we get B g P G , so there is Cn n
n  :  .in G with C s B. Since A, C is abelian, we have A g P G .n
Case 3. l s 2.
Since n is a positive power of 2, we conclude from Theorem 1 that
2  . < <  .2A s A for some A g SL 2, Q . Since tr A G 3, while tr A s tr A y0 0 0
2, we get tr A G 3.
0 1 .Let F be the normal closure of in G. Then GrF is of order 3,0 0y1 0
 :and F r y I s F is a free product of three groups of order 2; and F0 1 1
  4.has a free subgroup F of index 2, F s ker f, where f g hom F , "12 2 1
 .such that f x s y1 for every involution x of F .1
3  .  :Set B s A . Thus, B g P F mod Fin F , so by Lemma 1, B y I gn 0 0
 . n  4 n r2P F . Choose C in F so that C g B, yB . Set D s C . Thenn 1 0
n 2 2  .2 nC s D and tr D s tr D y 2 G y2; whence tr C ) 0. Since tr A G 3,
n  .  .so also tr B G 3. Hence C s B. Since C B is abelian, we get A g P G .G n
The proof is complete.
Remark. It is easy to see that Theorem 2 would not be correct if n s 2.
J.-P. Serre has provided examples which show that Theorem 1 would not
<be correct if 8 n. As a concrete example, set
4
8 21A s . /3 8
Then tr A s 64,514, so by the remark in Sect. 4, A is not an eighth power
 .in SL 2, Q . By the same remark, if p is a prime, then there are a , b g Qp p p
such that
8
a 7bp p
s A ,
b a /p p
 . 2 2  4U 2 a s 64,514, and a y 7b s 1. If p f 2, 7 , then since 2 a g Z ,8 p p p p p’ .we get a , b g Z . Also, 2 a s " 3 " y 7 , so a g Z whence b gp p p 2 2 2 2
9 72’Z . Finally, a s "3r 2 and 7b s y 1 s , so b g Z . By the2 7 7 7 72 2
 .Chinese remainder theorem, A is an eighth power mod G , N s 1, 2, . . . .N
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